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Chapters
372-36 Columbia Basin irrigation area—Sewage and waste.
372-52 Water districts requests for approvals and certifications of necessity to operate sewer districts.
372-68 Water pollution control and abatement plans for sewage drainage basins.

DISPOSITION OF CHAPTERS FORMERLY CODIFIED IN THIS TITLE

Chapter 372-04
POLICY—MEETINGS
372-04-050 Commission decisions and actions at meetings. [Rule .04.120, filed 3/1/60.] Repealed by Order 71-13, filed 9/8/71.

Chapter 372-08
PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE

Chapter 372-12
WATER QUALITY STANDARDS
372-12-010 Definitions. [Rule .04.210 (part), filed 3/1/60.] Repealed by department of ecology Order 73-4, filed 7/6/73.
372-12-020 Preface. [Rule .04.210 (part), filed 3/1/60.] Repealed by department of ecology Order 73-4, filed 7/6/73.
372-12-030 Standards. [Order DE 72-9, § 372-12-030, filed 4/24/72; Rule .04.210 (part), filed 3/1/60.] Repealed by department of ecology Order 73-4, filed 7/6/73.
372-12-080 Classification. [Docket 67-2, § II B, filed 12/4/67.] Repealed by department of ecology Order 73-4, filed 7/6/73.
372-12-100 Characteristic uses to be protected. [Docket 67-2, § II D, filed 12/4/67.] Repealed by department of ecology Order 73-4, filed 7/6/73.
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Chapter 372-16
DISPOSAL OF INDUSTRIAL WASTE


Chapter 372-20
PUBLIC SEWAGE AND INDUSTRIAL WASTE WORKS

372-20-005 Sewage works design guide. [Rule .04.221, adopted 12/3/53.] Repealed by WSR 79-02-033 (Order DE 78-10), filed 1/23/79. Statutory Authority: RCW 90.48.110. Later promulgation, see chapter 173-240 WAC. See also chapter 248-92 WAC.


372-20-020 All plans may be submitted to pollution control commission. [Rule .04.230 (part), adopted 12/3/53.] Repealed by WSR 79-02-033 (Order DE 78-10), filed 1/23/79. Statutory Authority: RCW 90.48.110. Later promulgation, see chapter 173-240 WAC. See also chapter 248-92 WAC.


Chapter 372-24
PERMITS TO DISCHARGE COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL WASTES

372-24-010 Promulgation. [Rule .04.251, promulgation, adopted 7/21/55.] Repealed by WSR 83-23-073 (Order DE 83-29), filed 11/18/83. Statutory Authority: Chapters 43.21A and 90.48 RCW. Later promulgation, see chapter 173-216 WAC.

372-24-020 Foreword. [Rule .04.250, filed 3/1/60.] Repealed by WSR 83-23-073 (Order DE 83-29), filed 11/18/83. Statutory Authority: Chapters 43.21A and 90.48 RCW.

372-24-030 Definitions. [Rule .04.251, § I, filed 3/1/60.] Repealed by WSR 83-23-073 (Order DE 83-29), filed 11/18/83. Statutory Authority: Chapters 43.21A and 90.48 RCW.

372-24-040 Operations requiring permits. [Rule .04.251, § II, filed 3/1/60.] Repealed by WSR 83-23-073 (Order DE 83-29), filed 11/18/83. Statutory Authority: Chapters 43.21A and 90.48 RCW.

372-24-050 Applications. [Rule .04.251, § III, filed 3/1/60.] Repealed by WSR 83-23-073 (Order DE 83-29), filed 11/18/83. Statutory Authority: Chapters 43.21A and 90.48 RCW.

372-24-060 Temporary permits. [Rule .04.251, § IV, filed 3/1/60.] Repealed by WSR 83-23-073 (Order DE 83-29), filed 11/18/83. Statutory Authority: Chapters 43.21A and 90.48 RCW.

372-24-070 Permanent permits. [Rule .04.251, § V, filed 3/1/60.] Repealed by WSR 83-23-073 (Order DE 83-29), filed 11/18/83. Statutory Authority: Chapters 43.21A and 90.48 RCW.

372-24-080 Permit forms. [Rule .04.251, § VI, filed 3/1/60.] Repealed by WSR 83-23-073 (Order DE 83-29), filed 11/18/83. Statutory Authority: Chapters 43.21A and 90.48 RCW.

372-24-090 Enforcement. [Rule .04.251, § VII, filed 3/1/60.] Repealed by WSR 83-23-073 (Order DE 83-29), filed 11/18/83. Statutory Authority: Chapters 43.21A and 90.48 RCW.
Chapter 372-32
SEWAGE DISCHARGE INTO LAKE WASHINGTON

Chapter 372-56
DESCRIPTION OF THE ORGANIZATION AND OPERATION OF THE WATER POLLUTION CONTROL COMMISSION

Chapter 372-60
MODIFIED PROCEDURES IN CONTESTED CASES

Chapter 372-64
INTRASTATE WATER QUALITY STANDARDS